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The Green Revolution
Dwarf cereal plants
developed by breeders
in 1950-70 have higher
yields, do not topple,
and respond well to
fertiliser
Norman Borlaug, Nobel Laureate, 1970

Tall wheat
Dwarf
wheat
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Some major public sector-led
breeding successes
• NERICA, inter-specific hybrid O sativa X O glaberrima
(wide cross, embryo rescue)
• Disease resistant rice, inter-specific hybrid O sativa X
O nirvara (wide cross, embryo rescue)
• Hybrid rice, intra-specific hybrid with strong heterosis –
feeding extra 75M people/yr (MAS, extension)

WARDA

IRRI

China

• Vitamin A sweet potato & cassava (µpropagation)

Africa

• Mutation breeding: 2770 crops/varieties

Global
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Biotechnological tools
Advanced breeding technologies
•

Transgenesis (genetic engineering or GM)

•

Mass clonal propagation

•

Hybrid creation

•

DNA marker assisted selection

•

Genomics

•

Mutagenesis/TILLING

These technologies have created unprecedented opportunities
for advances in the biological performance of food crops

But some key technologies/expertises reside
within, or are best exploited via, the private
sector – hence the increased need for PPPs
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Oil palm – a key global crop
The major edible oil crop in the world
Biggest markets are in Asia
Major cultivation centres: Indonesia, Malaysia, S America
Grown by 2 million smallholders
High environmental impact – especially when pristine land
converted to plantations
Both large producers and smallholders can and should be
part of solution to current problems with OP

Requires a multi-pronged approach including PPPs
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Oil palm – the yield problem
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The yield issue

Soybean/Canola/Sunflower:
0.5 T/ha
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Oil palm: 3 to 10 T/ha

Potentially < 20 T/ha

Getting from A to B

A

B

Low yield semiimproved OP

New high yield
improved OP

How do we do it?
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Genes from
other species

Getting from A to B

GM

Biotechnologies for
OP improvement

A
Low yield semiimproved OP

F1 hybrids
Mass propagation
Genomics
Mutagenesis/TILLING

Non-GM

Genetic engineering (GM)

Genes from OP
accessions
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B
New high yield
improved OP

Genes from
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Getting from A to B

GM

Some target
traits/genes
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improved OP
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Genomics

Disease resistance

Mutagenesis/TILLING

Stalk length

Genetic engineering (GM)

Non-GM
Genes from OP
accessions

Biotechnologies for
OP improvement

High vitamin A, E
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B
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improved OP
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Biotechnologies for
will OP
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These targets
achieved via PPPs and NSPs, while
F1 hybrids
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Oil yield
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Genomics

High vitamin A, E
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improved OP

Facilitating PPPs
• Plantation companies have input into public R&D (PAC)
• Plantation companies also do their own R&D (μprop)
• Public sector outsources aspects of R&D to local &
international hi-tech service providers (genome
sequencing/informatics)
• Public sector works with SMEs to commercialize R&D
(Bt spray, hi-value antioxidants)
• Public sector mediates with global community on topics
such as GMOs and environment/sustainability agendas
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Improving crop management
•

It can be a major challenge to translate biological improvements
into reality on all plantations (commercial & smallholder)

•

Management of plantations – disseminating best practice,
improving extension services, re-skilling labour force

•

Implementation of best practice in propagation, husbandry,
harvesting, and processing of the crop

•

Underperformance in this area is shown by the relative
stagnation of average plantation yields at well under 4 t/ha over
the past 15 years

•

This is despite the development of much higher-yielding
genotypes and their effective cultivation by some of the more
exemplary growers.
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Engaging the private sector
• Should be a key aspect of the mission of public sector
R&D bodies
• Private sector includes small and large farmers, service
providers, middlemen, food processors, retailers etc –
all of whom are stakeholders in agriculture
• Encourage entrepreneurship by R&D providers –
including pubic sector (where appropriate)
• Exchange staff via public/private secondment schemes
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Conclusions
• In order to confront the challenges of 21st century
agriculture, breeders need to use all available tools
and modalities of crop improvement/management
• Many private sector technologies are providing new
tools for crop improvement
• The private sector can also benefit from public sector
involvement in opening up new markets and in
facilitating dialogues with global bodies
• PPPs are best viewed as win-win enterprises that are
relevant to all sectors and scales of agriculture from
global multinationals to small farmers and local SMEs
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Thank you for
your attention
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